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where c, x E 3 “, b E % “‘, and A E % “IX”. Let z * denote the optimal
objective value of P(O). We assume that P(O) has a feasible solution and .z *
is finite. Assume that A has full row rank and all columns of A have at least
one nonzero
ning.

element.

We are concerned

The assumptions

on A can be ensured

with the problem

of finding

a vertex

in the beginsolution

d” of

P(O) satisfying

(1.1)

C*B*--Z*<E

for a prespecified

tolerance

E. Our emphasis

here

is that this problem

be

solved, as much as possible, within the framework of implementations
of
interior point methods. In the problem definition, if the choice of E is large,
then a vertex solution satisfying (1.1) is not necessarily optimal. On the other
hand, if the problem

data are rational,

then for an appropriate

(small) choice

of E, a vertex solution satisfying (1.1) is optimal [16, Lemma 8.6, p. 1721.
The problem is of interest because it is known that the solutions obtained
at the termination of interior point methods are in the interior of the optimal
facet, unless some post processing is done. The known practical approaches
to finding a vertex from an interior solution perform computations similar to
those in the simplex method [S, 81. It is now established that on a large class
of real world problems interior point methods are competitive
and often
superior to the simplex method by a large factor (see e.g. [l, 2, 8, 11, 141).
For such problems there are potential disadvantages in using an approach
based on the simplex method to find vertex solutions. The work involved in
the simplex method is unpredictable
and can be a large fraction of the work
involved in solving the original problem by the simplex method. This can be
true particularly if the problem is highly degenerate. This was indicated by
the results reported in Marsten et al. [B].
The approach proposed in this paper makes a controlled random perturbation to the cost vector to improve the likelihood that the perturbed linear
program has unique solution (at a vertex). The size of the perturbation
is
controlled so that the objective value at the optimal solution of the perturbed
problem is within the specified tolerance of z*. It is obvious that the
proposed approach is probabilistic in nature. No probabilistic analysis of it is
given. However, computational results on a large number of test problems
are given to show that the proposed approach is highly reliable.
We emphasize that because of its probabilistic nature (and for numerical
and algorithmic reasons) the proposed approach should not be viewed as a
replacement
for simplex type approaches. Instead its use should be considered for significantly reducing (possibly to zero) the work a simplex type
approach would perform.
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of the primal-dual

method

for our computational

testing. The motivation we provide here for this method introduces certain
concepts of prediction and correction, and therefore we call it a predictorcorrector method. The proposed method requires considerably fewer iterations to solve linear programs.
This paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 develops the proposed approach of using random perturbations.
We also discuss our reasons for proposing this approach.
Section 3.1 develops an approach to identify the constraints active at the
vertex to which the solutions are assumed to be converging.
Sections 3.2
gives modifications to the basic procedure to save computational effort in its
implementation.
Section
4 develops our primal-dual
predictor-corrector
method. Computational results on the vertex finding problem using a subset
of NETLIR problems are discussed in Section 5.
NOTATION. The following notation is used in this paper. A vector
inequality
x > 0 is always understood componentwise.
nz(x) denotes the
number of nonzero elements in x. Similarly, nz(D> denotes the number of
nonzero elements in the matrix D. rank(A) represents the algebraic rank of
the matrix A. e is used to represent a vector of all ones. (1 (1 is used to
represent the 2-norm of a vector. We use X to represent a diagonal matrix
whose nonzero elements

2.

ENCOURAGING

are the components

VERTEX

SOLUTIONS

Let r E 8 n and T > 0. Consider

P(r):

of x.

minimize
s.t.

the linear program
L = (c + r)rx

Ax=b,
x 2 0,

which is the same as P(O) for r = 0. The dual of P(r)

D(r):

maximize
s.t.

is given by

bTr

AT,rr+s=c+r,
s > 0.

The following proposition

is central to the development

of our approach.
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2.1.
Let f be u feasible solution for the linear program
r ) is an optimal solution of P(r), then

P(0)

(2.1)

O<c’x*(r)-z*<(c+r)‘R-;*.

Proof.
The lower bound follows by the definition
of z *. Now,
cTx*(r)-z*
,<(~+r)~x*(r)-z*
because r and x*(r)
are nonnegative
vectors. The upper bound in (2.1) follows from the definition of x *(r>.
n
We now discuss the consequences
of Proposition 2.1. If in addition to x^a
feasible solution +, s^of D(O) is also known, then from (2.1) it is easy to see
that
(2.2)

O,<c’r*(r)-,-*,<s”“x^+r“P.
The inequality (2.2)
difference
between
suggests an approach
solved to a desired
perturbed
by r to
ST+?-t- rTf < E and it

is important because it gives an a priori bound on the
It immediately
z * and the objective value of x*(r).
to the vertex finding problem: P(0) and D(O) are first
accuracy (say 0.16); then the cost vector of P(O) is
obtain P(r) and D(r).
Here r is chosen so that
is highly probable for P(r) to have a vertex solution.

Although (2.2) suggest an approach, the requirement
that feasible solutions x^,7j, s^ be known is restrictive. Experience
indicates that implementations that approach primal and dual feasibility together with optimality are
more efficient than those that first obtain feasibility and then approach
optimality. Furthermore,
in practice maintaining primal feasibility is difficult
because of numerical errors. However, note that after a dual feasible solution
is found, dual feasibility is easy to maintain in a primal-dual method. This is
because of the form of dual constraints. Our unwillingness
to assume the
availability of primal and dual feasible solutions complicates the matter.
spend the rest of this section developing ways to deal with this.
If primal and dual feasible solutions are not available,
like (2.2) is not possible. But (2.1) still ensures
O,<cTx*(r)-zi*

6rTx*,

We

then an inequality

(2.3)

where x * is any optimal solution of P(O). x * is not known. Note, however,
that in order to bound r * x * from above we only need to know a bound on
In theory, such bounds are available
x,* for i = 1,. . , n, or on Zy= ,x*.
provided we assume that the input data are rational and z* is finite. In our
context use of the theoretically available bound does not result in a practical
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the theoretical

bounds

on xi*

are very weak.

Similar inefficiencies
may arise if user provided weak bounds on XT are
used. In case a good bound on xi* is available, it may be used to generate
P(r) from the very first iteration.
Otherwise, if an algorithm is generating {xk} + x *, then after some large
k, xk provides a good estimate of x * and therefore of rTx *. This is the
essence

of the next proposition.

PROPOSITION

2.2.

Once again, r7x * < E is ensured.

Assume

{xk} + x *. Let ri = lpi /4nxf,

that an interior point algorithm

rTx* GE.
Proof.

generates

1~ pi Q 2, and E > 0. Then, for some large k
(2.41

Note that

Since {x”} + x*, given any 6 > 0 there exists a k(6) such that for all
k > k(6), Ix* - xk[ < 6. Let us take 6 = 0.5min{x*
1XT > 01. Then, if x* f 0,
for all k > k(6) we have xk > 8. Hence, (2.4) follows from (2.5).
n
Proposition 2.2 reduces the difficulty of knowing a bound on x * to that of
knowing an iteration k(6) at which the estimates of the solution can be used
reliably. At this iteration a perturbation vector r is generated as follows:
E
Ti = -

40n

RAND(1,2)

xf

’

(2.6)

Here KAND(~,~) is a function generating a random variable which is uniformly distributed in (1,2). For a randomly generated r as in (2.6) we expect
that P(r) will almost always have a unique solution. This is supported by the
computational evidence given in Section 5. In case the first perturbation fails
to generate a vertex solution, we can make additional perturbations provided
that the sum of all perturbations satisfies (2.41.
Using the discussion so far, a procedure which encourages the solutions
to converge to a vertex within a specified tolerance can be developed
provided that we have (i> a good heuristic for deciding when to generate
P(r), and (ii) a way to explicitly ensure that c’r*(r)z* <E. Here (ii) is
needed because we must use a heuristic to decide the iteration at which r is
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generated. There are several general approaches one may take to deal with
this. We discuss three of these approaches and their relative merits next:
(Al) find an optimal solution of P(0) and/or D(0) in order to know z*
and generate a perturbed problem using this optimal solution;
(A21 generate
P(r) at an appropriately
guessed iteration and use a
simplex type approach to obtain an optimal vertex solution from the solution
of P(r);
(A31 generate a lower bound
criterion for the vertex solution.

on ;*

and use it to verify

the stopping

(Al): Solving P(O) and D(O) to optimality reduces the problem to the
case where (2.2) can be used directly to generate r. The problem with using
this approach is that it requires us to find an exact optimal solution of P(0)
and/or D(O). Th. IS would involve processing an interior solution to generate
an optimal solution. It is not clear how this could be done efficiently within
the framework of interior point methods.
(A2): Since the approach being developed is based on a random perturbation, we do need to have a simplex type approach to ensure that a vertex
solution is always found. However, the potential disadvantage in using it to
verify err *(r) - z* < E is that in this case we must solve the problem till a
primal and dual feasible basis for P(0) and D(O) is found in the simplex
method. This could take many iterations for problems with highly degenerate
primal optimal set.
(A3): This approach would be practical if lower bounds on z * could be
generated.
A lower bound on z* is provided by dual feasible solutions.
Primal-dual algorithms keep estimates of both primal and dual solutions at
each iteration. As mentioned before, after a dual feasible solution is obtained,
maintaining
dual feasibility is easy in these algorithms.
But we are not
assured a dual feasible solution in the implementations
which do not require
dual feasibility. This will be true particularly for problems with empty dual
interior. However, in our experience we find that near-feasible dual solutions
become available. In this case, if we know an M ensuring X* < M, i =
1,2,. . . , n, for some x *, then these solutions can be used to generate a lower
bound on z*. This is seen from Proposition 2.3 below. In this context the
performance of the procedure with weak choices of M is quite satisfactory.
PROPOSITION2.3. L..et xk > 0 and sk > 0, 7’ estimate solutions of P(O)
and D(O). Let e,” 3 Ax k - b and 6,” = AT,rrk + s k - c 3 0. If x * is an optimal
solution for P(O) satisfying xi* < M for i = 1,. . , n, then

c’( Xk- x*)arkT[f+sk-~;+M

&a”
i=l

(2.7)
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and

(2.8)

P?-OOf.

c’( Xk-

~*)=(A~~~+s~-~,k)l‘(x~-x*)

The last inequality follows because ak, S,t, and x* are nonnegative vectors
and XT < M. To see (2.8) introduce an additional constraint c~=,(~,~)iri <
MC;= ,([,">i
to obtain a problem PI(O) from P(0). The optimal objective value
for P(0) and P”(0) is the same. (2.8) follows because (,rrk T, - l)T is a feasible
n
solution for the dual of P(O).
In the case where a satisfactory choice of M is not available, a dual
feasible point can be generated by finding a near-optimal dual vertex. This
can be done by generating
P’(r):

a perturbed

problem:

minimize
s.t.

Ax =

cTr

b,

x>-r.
r used to generate P’(r) is obtained from (2.6) with xi replaced by si. The
primal solution of p(r) and the dual solution of P’(r)
can now be used to
ensure the termination criterion.
We propose the use of (A3) in th e current context. pk in (2.7) is used to
decide the iteration at which P(r)
is generated.
We summarize the discussion in this section in procedure
ENCVERT
(Table 1). In procedure ENCVERT, interior point methods are used for finding
solutions of P(O), D(O), P(r),
and D(r).
The solutions of P(0) and D(0)
from step 1 are used to get a starting point for P(r) and D(r). xk,rk, sk + r
is taken as a starting point in step 3. The procedure MGTVERT
(or GTWRT)
is

SANJAY MEHROTRA
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TABLE 1
A PROCEDURE
Procedure

Step
Step
Step
Step

1.
2.
3.
4.

Step 5.
Step 6.

'TO ENCOURACE

\'ERI‘EX

SOLUTIONS

ENCVERT.

Starting from x0, obtain xk satisfying IpkI ,< 0.1~ for P(O).
Obtain r from (2.6).
Find a vertex solution o*(r) of P(r) [and D’(r) if needed].
If no vertex solution was found in step 3, either perform additional
perturbations, or proceed with simplex type method; otherwise goto step 5.
If (c’o*(r)-

zk <

l> EXIT

Otherwise E ; e/10;

x(’ * xk, yrO+ rk, so * sk; k + 0; goto step 1.

used to jump to a vertex solution from an interior point. If the vertex solution
of p(r) does not satisfy the termination criterion, then we require more
accurate solutions at step 1 before perturbing the problem.

3.

EXTRACTING

A VERTEX

SOLUTION

This section assumes that the solution of the linear program considered is
at a vertex o. By definition o is a feasible vertex iff the columns of A
corresponding
to positive components
of 2; are linearly independent
115,
p. 811. A procedure is developed to obtain L; from an interior point.

3.1.

Development of the Basic Procedure
Let {rk} be a sequence of points (generated by an interior point method)
converging to a vertex solution v, which is the optimal solution of P(r). The
following proposition is central to the development
of our procedure.
It
essentially says that if (x’;} + v, then the values of variables must partition
into two sets: A set of variables having “large values” and a set of variables
having “small values.” The set with the small values gives the nonnegativity
constraints active at 0. Once this set is correctly determined,
the values of
variables positive at the vertex can also be determined.

PROPOSITION3.1.

Let {xk} and v be as described

above. Then:

(i) There exist a 6 and k(6) ensuring that J1xk - v/I 6 6 for all k > k(6).
Furthermore,
if vi = 0, then xf < 6; otherwise xf > 6.
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(ii) Let JJx -

VI) <

S,

and LY be a diagonal matrix with

6; =

x;gs

0

if

xf

otherwise,

and Bk = Ask.

Then rank(Bk) = nz(ti).
(iii) v = Bku, where u is a solution of Bku = b.

Proof.
Since {.rk} + u, for all 6 there exist k(6) such that ]Jxk - VII ,< 6
for all k z k(S). Now take 6 = O.lmin{v, / ci > 0). If 11~~- G/I < 6, then for
all i for which vi = 0, we have xi < 6, and for all i for which vi > 0, we have
Xk > ui - 6 z 9s.
The fact that columns of A corresponding
to nonzero variables in 2~ are
linearly independent
implies (ii). Since columns of Bk corresponding
to
nonzero variables in u are linearly independent,
b is obtained from a unique
linear combination
of these columns. vi / D,,“i for ri > 0 gives this combinan
tion. Hence, (iii) follows.

To know the correct partition of positive and zero variables at v, (i) in
Proposition 3.1 requires us to know the smallest positive value a variable
takes at v. A value for this can be obtained by using the input length of the
problem. However, the value based on input length is not practical. We
propose to search for the actual value. A search procedure will require a
termination
criterion. (ii) and (iii) in Proposition 3.1 can be used for that
purpose. This is what we do in Procedure GTVERTgiven in Table 2.
If {xk] is sufficiently close to v, then from Proposition 3.1 and the above
discussion we know that procedure GTVERTwill generate v. However, since
in practice we do not know the iteration at which xk has come sufficie’ntly
close to v, it is possible that this procedure will return some other feasible
vertex of the primal polytope. We can protect ourselves against this possibility by generating
dual slacks, satisfying complementary
slackness, corresponding to this vertex. If the vertex returned from CTVERTis optimal, then
the slacks must be nonnegative.
It is a simple linear algebra exercise to show that all the computations
required to implement GTVERT
can be performed while computing a Cholesky
factor of A( 6k)sA2AT.Our implementation
used the procedure in Mehrotra [II,
Section 21 with minor modifications.
Practical Modayications to CTVERT
The main computational
effort in implementing
GTVERTcomes from step
2. In this section we describe some useful modifications to GTVERTto make it
more efficient.

3.2.
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TABLE 2
APROCEDURE

TOJUMP

TOAVERTEX

SOLUTION

F'rocedure~w~~~

Input: 8, xk, A.
Step 1.

Let gk = Afi’,

fii”i=

where

0

if

xi”

otherwise.

Step 2. Determine

3~: <Sk,

ranMBk).

If (rank@)

= nz(b’))

then

Check if fiku = b has a solution.
Case I:

If Bku = b has no solution, then
rTk+- 0.1~5~
got0 step 1
endif

Case II:

If gku = b has a solution with negative components,
Exit; try CWERT

then

at a later iteration

else
Exit;

fi’~

is a vertex solution

endif
else
Exit; try GTVERT at a later iteration
endif

MODIFICATION
1. The procedure
GTVERT
described as in Section 3.1
computes a Cholesky factor at least once at each iteration. This is in addition
to the computations in the main interior point algorithm. The Cholesky factor
computed in GTVERT is first used to determine if rank (gk) = nz( fik). The
first modification comes from the observation that if we know in advance that

rank( Bk)

< nz( ZY),

then there is no need for further computations in GTVERT. We keep infonnation so that an upper bound on rank(fik) is available. This is accomplished by
using Proposition
3.2. Clearly, if nz( ok> > m, then there is no need to
perform computations, since rank (Bk> < m.

PROPOSITION3.2.
GTVERTwas per-$-d.

jc,

Let i&, i <
be the last iteration at which step 2 in
Let nz( fikBk> be the number of positive elements in
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ok which were zero in fi’. Then

rank( Bk) < rank( I?‘) + nz( 6’Dk).

As_a, consequence
of Proposition 3.2, if nz( Dk) is larger than rank (Z?‘) +
nz(DkDk), then there is no need to perform computations
in GTVERT.

MODIFICATION 2. Step I of procedure
CTVEHT determines
the set of
positive variables at o by using a threshold value 6k. If the starting value of
ak is large, then it must be reduced several times before it is smaller than the
value of smallest positive variable at o. On the other hand, if ak is very small
from the beginning,
then the main algorithm
must find more accurate
solutions before u is identified. Therefore, choosing ak too low from the
beginning may also increase the computational
effort.
We propose a modification to orv~m to partially alleviate this difficulty.
In this modification, in addition to ak, we propose the use of an indicator to
partition zero and nonzero variables. As a consequence
we can start with
small value of Sk with little danger of increased computational
effort. This
modification is motivated by the following two observations on the behavior
of the primal-dual methods.

(i) If{xk} -+ o is generated in a primal-dual method, then (x: - x~+‘)/x[(
computed near u serves as a good indicator for positive and zero variables in
v. This is because in the limit implementations
show a linear rate of
convergence
with a small error constant (or possibly superlinear
convergence). If

for some small eratp < 1 (say 0.11, then the xi are expected to be positive at
the vertex; otherwise they are assumed zero. Note that the use of (3.1) as an
indicator requires minimal computational
effort.
(ii) If Irk) --) v, then elements on the diagonal of the Cholesky factor Lk
computed at each iteration of an interior point method show a clear partition
into small and large numbers (pivots). The number of large pivots equals the
number of variables positive at v. Small pivots converge to zero as {rk} + v.
Without loss of generality
assume that the diagonal elements
in Lk are
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TABLE
A MODlFlCATlON

Procedure
Input:

Step 1.

3

BASlC

PROCEDURE

CTVERT

xk, A, Sk,Lk,crate, esep.
Let fik = Abk, where the elements of diagonal matrix bk are given by

otherwise.

Sort diagonal elements

L”I+,,l+JL;J

of Lk in decreasing

order. Let 1= nz( fi’).

If

G lwp

(3.2)

then goto step 3; otherwise

Step 3.

THE

MCTVERT

l0

Step 2.

OF

Same as step 2 in

CTVERT

goto step 4.
with bk and h” replacing

fik and Bk. If a vertex

solution is found then Exit; otherwise goto step 4.

Step 4.
Step 5.

Same as step 1 in EXERT.
Same as step 2 in <:m~Kr.

permuted in decreasing
L’;, ],[+, /L’;,, becomes
The indicator

(3.1)

order and let 1= nz(G). Then
small.
is different

from the indicator

as (x~]+

recently

zj the ratio

proposed

by

Tapia and Zhang [18]. The indicator proposed in [18] is based on the diagonal
elements of DkAT(ADk’AT)-‘ADk.
Here Dk is the scaling matrix in the
interior point methods. The Tapia-Zhang
indicator is expensive
to use
because the inverse of ADkhT is not computed explicitly in practice on large
sparse problems.
In the context of algorithms for constrained
nonlinear
programming problems, use of (3.1) as an indicator has been proposed in
Tapia [I7]. We emphasize
that in the current context the use of (3.1)
becomes considerably
more robust and efficient when we couple it with
observation (ii).
The modification of GTVERT
which makes use of observations (i) and (ii) is
given in Table 3. MGTVERT
includes CTVERT
to ensure that the procedure to
identify vertex solutions remains valid even in case (i) and (ii) fail to hold.
Because of this, MGTVERT
may compute a Cholesky factor twice. Computational results, however, indicate that the amount of work in GTVERT
and
MGTVERT
is practically the same. Use of .MC:TVERT often saves a few iterations
of the main algorithm in identifying the vertex solution. We recommend its
use over GTVERT.
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4.

A PRIMAL-DUAL

PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR

METHOD

This section outlines a primal-dual
method which we used to perform
computational
testing. There are several ways to motivate the basic algorithm. The motivation we give here introduces the concept of “predictioncorrection” in developing interior point algorithms. The form in which the
method is implemented
here could also be motivated by considering
the
approximation of a primal-dual trajectory with a second order Taylor polynomial. A discussion of this can be found in Mehrotra [12], which also discusses
many other issues involved in the implementation
of interior point methods.
The central idea behind a predictor-corrector
approach is as follows. At
the beginning of each iteration we have an iterate xk > 0, rrk, sk > 0 in the
primal and dual spaces. In our terminology a predictor method is one which
only uses the information
at xli,rrk, sk, and all the previous iterates to
method uses
generate the new iterate rkfl,rrkf’,
sk+‘. A predictor-corrector
the information used in a predictor method to generate intermediate
point(s),
and then it makes a sequence of corrections to these points. The correction
process is terminated at some stage, and the new iterate is generated.
The method described below generates only one intermediate
point and
makes one correction to it. The generalization
of this method to one which
makes more than one correction in a stable way will be discussed in a future
paper.
x* ,r”,s * is an optimal solution of P(0) if it satisfies

Ax=b,

XSe = 0.

Given

xk, rk, sk, ideally we would like to find Ax, Arr, As such that
A(xk + Ax) = b,

( Xk + AX)( Sk + AS)e = 0,

xk + Ax

>, 0,

sk i- As > 0.

(4.1)
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A rearrangement

of terms in (4.1) yields

(4.2)
XkAs

f SkAx = - XkSke - AXASe,
sk + As z 0.

rk + Ax > 0,

We set AX ASe = 0 in the right hand side of (4.2) and solve it for Ax, An-,
and As while ignoring the nonnegativity
constraints.
Let A’r,A’r,
A’s
represent this solution. A’x, Arr, A’s computed in this way give the primaldual affine scaling direction. We use this direction in two ways: (1) to
estimate a parameter for a centering direction (centering parameter CL), and
(2) to compute an improved (corrected)
direction. The use of a centering
direction improves the global convergence
properties of the method. The
correction to the affrne scaling direction
iterations required to solve the problem.
The centering parameter is estimated

effectively

reduces

the number

of

as follows:

(4.3)

(xk -

cL=

i

LY~A~x)'(s~

-

(Xk)‘Sk

3(x~)~.s~

I

(YEATS)

n

’

The motivation for using (4.3) to estimate the centering parameter
are discussed in Mehrotra [12].
The corrected direction is now obtained by solving

and its use

A( rk + Ax) = b
AT(rrk + AT) + ( sk + As) = c
Xk As + SkAx = - XkSke - A’X A’Se + Fe

(4.4)
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The solution of (4.4),
follows:

A’x, Asrr, A’s, is used to obtain the new iterate as

a,” = min( 1,O.%BSmin(

Sk+l = sk _ a”A22s
Y

&i(A2sji

> 0,).

v

We do not allow step sizes larger than one, because at that value the
solutions become feasible.
The directions A’x, A’v, Ars and A2x, A2r, A2s are computed as follows:

Dk’, xk(sk)-‘,

A’s = e,” f- AT A%,
A’x = xk - Dk2A’s,

A’s = &,”+ AT Akk,
dx

= (Sk)-‘(

- XkSke - A’XA’Se

+ pe)-

D2A2s,

where 6,” = Axk - b and 6,” = AT,rrk + sk - c.
At each iteration a Cholesky factor is computed once, and it is used two
times (i.e., two forward and backward solves).
A starting point for the method was obtained as follows. Let r’ =
AT(AAT)-‘b,
find xsft = max( -2min{x”J, 10e2(lb(() and let x: = fi +xsft
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for i=l,2
,...,
n. For dual starting
point,
let r” = 0,
max( - 2 min{ci), 0) + 1, and let sf = ci + ssft for i = 1,2, . . , n.

find

ssft =

A comparison with the results in Choi, Monma, and Shanno [3] and
Lustig, Marsten, and Shanno [7] shows that the implemented
method requires considerably
fewer (by up to 50%) iterations to achieve the same
accuracy in the objective value as in [3, 71. The number of iterations is also
smaller than required to solve the problems in Boggs, Domich, Donaldson,
and Witzgall [2]. Th e implementation
in [2] computes three directions and
solves a linear program

5.

in a lower dimensional

COMPUTATIONAL

subspace

at each iteration.

RESULTS

The test problems used for the computational results given in this section
were obtained from the NETLIB [4] test set. Problems with no bounds are
solved. The test set has a mix of (primal and dual) degenerate
problems,
which vary in the amount of degeneracy. The statistics for these problems are
not given here, since they are easily available from NETLIB.
All problems were processed to remove easily identifiable (primal) variables with fixed value over the feasible set by using the procedure outlined
in Mehrotra [ll]. The fixed variables are easily restored to find a vertex
solution of the original problem, once a vertex solution of processed problem
is found. The objective value reported in the results is computed at the
vertex of the original problem.
The following parameters were used:

6” = 10-6,

E

sep

=

@+I+

lo+,

E = 10-6min(lzkl,

Sk

(in

E,& = 10-l

IcTu*(r)l)

and

GTVERT

(in

MGTVERT),

MGTVERT),

(in

ENCVERT)

zk was computed as in (2.8) using the solutions at the iteration after which
the cost vector was perturbed.
M = x7=,xk was used in computing g k.
Hence, by the stopping criterion approximately
six digits of accuracy was
ensured in the objective value at the vertex solution. gk was used in place of
z * to verify that the vertex solution obtained at termination
satisfied the
stopping criterion. The cost vector was perturbed, i.e., step 1 in ENCVERT
was
terminated, after lPkl < 10-‘zk
was satisfied. For all problems it was enough
to solve P(r) once.
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Table 4 gives the computational
results obtained on the problems in the
test set. Column 2 of this table gives the number of iterations after which
P(r) was introduced. Column 3 gives the number of iterations on P(r) after
which a vertex solution was found, while using procedure MGTVEIW. Modification 1 was incorporated
while implementing
MCTVERT.
In our computational experience
the performance
of GTvERT and WXVERT
was similar,
MCTVERT
being superior for some problems. Since we recommend MGTVERT,
we only include
results obtained from its use.
Column 5 gives the number of times a Cholesky factor was computed in
MGTVERT.
Columns 6 and 7 are intended to give an idea of the amount of
primal degeneracy present in the problems. Column 6 gives nz(@> at the
first call to MMCXVERT. MCTVERT was called for the first time at the iteration at
which P(r) was generated.
Column 7 gives nz(o) at the vertex solution
obtained at termination.
Column 8 gives the objective value at the vertex
solution, and Column 9 gives the objective value given in the problem index
file available from NETLIB.
We make following general remarks on the performance of the proposed
approach.
(1) The proposed approach is highly reliable. One perturbation
was
sufficient for all the problems to force the solution to go to a vertex. Although
care is needed when taking decisions based on floating point computations
(to guard against numerical errors), the results show that it is possible to
develop robust and efficient procedures,
(2) Two types of behavior were seen when analyzing the number of
iterations performed in solving P(r). In problems for which the solutions of
P(O) were converging to a vertex, its identification
was almost immediate. In
problems for which the solutions were in the interior of an optimal face, it
took on the average 40% additional iterations before a vertex solution was
identified. This shows that on the average the additional work performed to
identify the vertex solution is comparable to that required to find a point near
the optimal face. It may be possible to significantly
reduce this work by
further processing P(r). This remains a topic for future work. Perhaps what
is more significant in evaluating the merits of the proposed approach is the
observation from the results that the number of additional iterations required
to find the vertex solution is independent
of (or very weakly dependent
on)
the amount of degeneracy present in the degenerate problems.
(3) The results in column 4 show that the Cholesky factor is computed
only a small number of times in MGTVERT. This shows that Modification
1
proposed in Section 3.2 is very effective.
(4) It is also interesting
to observe that for all the problems (except
s to c f o r 1) the accuracy in the objective value at the vertex solution was
considerably better than expected from the bound in Proposition 2.2.

6
7
0
1
0
5
0
0
0
8
7
4
10
0
7
9
8
7

7
12
12
17
10
10
21
14
15
15
17
9
30
16
16
21
22
19

stocforl

share16

sctapl

israel

e226

scrs8

agg

scfxml

bandm

scsdl

brandy

scagr25

scorpion

share2b

SC205

scagr7

adlittle

afiro

MGT

it P(0)

Problem

2
2
2
197
394
320

193
244
300

337
132
31

2
2
2
1
1
2

112
259
426

101
191
105

22
71
128

nz(Dk)

RESULTS

1
1
1

2
1
2

2
1
1

E
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192
388
299

174
244
284

127
11

112
259
426

96
191
86

20
55
128

nz(v>

ON

THE

z(Lj*(f))
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- 1.875192906637&s + 1
- 3.59917672865816 + 7
9.0429695380079r. + 2

- 8.9664482186252~ + 5
- 1.5862801845012~1+ 2
1.8416759028349E + 4

1.4122500000000~ + 3
1.5185098964881E + 3
8.6666666743334~ + 0

- 7.6589318579050~ + 4
1.8781248227381~ +3
- 1.4753433060769~ + 7

-4,1131976219434E+4
- 5.2202061211715~ + 1
-4.1573224074172~ + 2

-4.6475314285714~ + 2
2.2549496316238E + 5
- 2.331389824331OE+ 6

VERTEX

TABLE 4
Z( NETLIB
)

- 1.8751929066371E + 1
- 3.5991767287E + 7
9.0429695380079E + 2

- 8.9664482186305E + 5
- 1.5862801845012~ + 2
1.8416759028349E + 4

1.4122500000000~ + 3
1.51850989648818 + 3
8.6666666743334~ + 0

- 7.6589318579186E + 4
1.8781248227381~ +3
- 1.4753433060769~ + 7

-4.1131983232E+4
-5.2202061211707~+ 1
-4.1573224074142~+2

-4.6475314285714~ +2
2.2549496316238E + 5
- 2.3313892547843~ + 6

?

$

2

;

g
7

9

beaconf

0
8
9
1
12

14
12
19
17

ship08s

sctap2

scfxm3

shipl2s

12
7

13

sctap3

0

16
19

ship081

ship121
3

9

34
25
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25fv47

0

10
22

scsd8

stocfor2

7

2

12

18

32

7
9

17
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scfxm2

fffff800

9

18

agg2

ship041

2

13

ship04s

5

10

7

MGT

scsd6

d
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2

1

3

1

3

1

2

2

2

3

1

3

2

3

2

1

2

2

2

L
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743
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1809
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260

463
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nz(Dk)
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429
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858

1809
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339

884
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260
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584
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217

63
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nz(t;)

1.4701879193293E

1.909055211389lE

5.5018458882866~

2.1851966988566E

1.4240000000000~

- 3.902440853789lE
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+ 3
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+ 3
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+ 6

+ 3

+ 6

+ 3

+ 4

+ 2

+ 6

+

+3

+ 6

+ 5

+ 6
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